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A family {M, 1 a E A} is a shrinking of a cover { O,I a E A} of a topological space if { M, 1 a E A} 
also covers and M, c 0, for all (Y E A. 
O++ implies that there is a normal space such that every increasing open cover of it has a 
clopen shrinking but there is an open cover having no closed shrinking. 
0 implies that there is a P-space (i.e. a space having a normal product with every metric space), 
which has an increasing open cover having no closed shrinking. This space is used in [17] to 
show that any space which has a normal product with every P-space is metrizable. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 54D18, 54A35, 03E45 
normal shrinking P-space 0 V= L 
Introduction 
We say that {M, 1 a E A} is a shrinking of a cover (0, 1 (Y E A} of a topological 
space if {M, 1 (Y E A} also covers and n/r, c 0, for all SEA [1,2]. We are only 
concerned with T4 spaces (which are precisely those Hausdorff spaces for which 
every finite open cover has a closed shrinking); it is very difficult to construct an 
example of a T4 space having an open cover without a closed shrinking [3-81. If 
the open cover in question is countable, the space is called a Dowker space [9, lo]. 
If the minimal cardinality of an increasing open cover without a closed shrinking 
is K, we call the space a K-Dowker space [ll, 121. For each regular infinite cardinal 
K, we essentially know exactly one real K-Dowker space [lo-12,201. 
Due to the shortage of examples, natural questions arise: 
(1) If every increasing open cover has a closed shrinking, does every open cover 
have a closed shrinking [12, 13]? By Dowker [9] this is true for countable covers. 
(2) Could there be a K-Dowker P-space [13-17]? A (normal) P-space, as defined 
by Morita [14], is one whose product with every metric space is normal. Again by 
[9], K = w is impossible. 
A variety of Dowker spaces (for K = w) have been constructed using set-theoretic 
assumptions [18, 19, 13,21-241. Our aim is to show that this technique can again 
be applied in the case of uncountable K. 
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We describe two examples answering the two questions raised above. In each 
case we assume that K is an infinite regular cardinal and make a O-type assumption 
on {a E K+I (cofinality (Y) = K}. By an Ostaszewski technique [25] we then construct 
a Hausdorff, strongly zero-dimensional, collectionwise normal, character K, P-space 
having an open cover without a closed shrinking; the topology is P, (i.e. any 
intersection of fewer than K open sets is open.) 
The first example answers (1) and is called D (triangle) because it is a topology 
on {((u,~)E(K~~K+)~/~<(.u}. It has an open cover {OuIy<~+} where O,= 
{((Y, p) E f~ ( /3 s y < a} which has no closed shrinking. But every increasing open 
cover and every open cover of cardinality SK, have clopen shrinkings. 
The second example answers (2) and is called q (box) because it is a topology 
on K+ Xco, for some uncountable K. It has an open cover (0,) y< o,}, where 
0, = (K+ X y), which has no shrinking each member of which is the union of at most 
K closed sets. It is shown in [17] that the existence of such a normal P-space suffices 
to prove Morita’s conjecture that any space whose product with all P-spaces is 
normal is metrizable. 
We digress a little here, defining a II-space to be one whose product with every 
1st countable, paracompact Hausdorff space is normal, and prove a theorem which 
shows that both of our spaces are U-spaces (as well as P-spaces). 
To some extent our examples constitute a machine for constructing minimal 
spaces having some special type of open cover without a closed shrinking. 
Because they occur naturally we hope the reader will be modestly amused and 
not confused by the fact that we use each of P, II, 0, and a to stand for two different 
things. The P-spaces of Morita and P, spaces (defined above) are as standardly 
used. We use v for a projection map and n-spaces (see above) generalize P-spaces. 
Our second space is called 0 because of its shape; but 0 is the standard symbol 
for the end of a proof. Our first space is called LJ because of its shape, as is the cut 
down version of 0 which is our second set-theoretic assumption. For topological 
definitions the reader is referred to [l] and for set-theoretic ones to [29]. 
1. The space A 
Let K be an infinite regular cardinal and let E = {a E K+ 1 (cofmality a) = K}. 
Definition. O++(E) is the statement: There is a sequence (d, ) a E K’) such that, for 
all (YE K+, 
(i) .& is a family of subsets of (Y, 
(ii) ).&I~ K, 
(iii) (m-P)E.5& for all PSD, 
(iv) 1;4, is closed under (<K)-intersections. 
Also if X c K+, there is a closed unbounded C, c K+ such that: 
(v) (Xny)~& and (Cxny)Edy for all DECO 
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Also there is D c E which is a stationary subset of K+ such that, if Ye = {C E & 1 C 
is closed and unbounded in a} and, for X c K+, S, = {a E K+ 1 X n C # 0 for all 
C E Va}, then 
(vi) %a is closed under (<K)-intersections for all S E D 
(vii) If 9 is a set of at most K stationary subsets of K+, then n {s, IxE 9”) n D 
is stationary in K+. 
A simple modification of Devlin’s proof [26] that V= L implies O#, shows 
that O++(E) holds in L. It has been used in a number of previous topological 
constructions [27,28]. 
Theorem 1. (O++(E)) There is a space n such that n is Hausdorx K-ultraparacom- 
pact, collectionwise normal, and every increasing open cover of n has a clopen shrinking, 
but there is an open cover having no closed shrinking. 
Proof. We define a topology on D = ((7, 6)~ (K+ X K+) 16 < y} by induction. For 
A c K+, let AA = ((7, 6) E n I y E A}. In order to use O++(E) we define a bijection 
f:n-K+. Having topologized Aa+,, define Qa={(A,B)~sB, x&I(Anp)~& 
and (B n p) E sd, for all p E B, B is closed in LY, and, for closure in 
a &+1 a+,, nf’(A) n D, = 0). 
At stage ff E K+ we give A,,, a zero-dimensional, P, (Hausdorff) topology such 
that: 
(a) If y < (Y, A,,, is closed in a,,,. 
(b) If S < y < cr, then {(y, 6))~ {(CL, v)l VG 6) is open in Au+,. 
(c) if (A, B) E Qa, a clopen neighborhood V,, of A, is chosen in A,,, such that 
V,, nf’(A) = 0 and, if for p E (B u {-l}), p’ ’ IS the first member of B greater than 
P, then V., n (I&Y&)= VAnp~.Bnp,. (Let A_, = 0. Our V,, is the same for all cy 
with (A, B) E Qa.) 
For our induction hypotheses we also need: 
(d) If (Y E D and C E %‘,, then a,,, c a,. 
The topology r, defined on An+, is defined so that ~a c re for all p < (Y ; for limit 
LY we define a basis for the topology on D, to be lJBcu rP and a basis for the 
topology on n will be lJPtK+~P. 
Suppose (Y E K+ and that the topology on a, has been defined. We need to define 
a local basis for points of the form (cu, /3) with p < (Y. 
If (Y sl D let (q /3) be isolated. Suppose (Y E D. 
Let R,={(A,C)E~~x~~I(Any)E~~ and (Cny)E& for all YEC, C is 
closed and unbounded in (Y, and, for closure in A,, a, n f ‘(A) n DC = 0). 
Index R, = {(A, &)I (TE K}. Since (Y E D, VZe = {C’E & 1 C is closed and 
unbounded in LY} is closed under (<K)-interSectionS; so using (iii) we can find a 
strictly increasing C = {y<, / u < K} cofinal in (Y such that each yV E n,,, C, and, for 
every A E &,, a E S, implies (A n Cl = K. 
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Note that by (a) and (b) and the fact that A, is a P,-space, A, is a closed discrete 
subset of 0,. At this point we use the following simple fact: 
Lemma 1. If X is a Hausdorfi zero-dimensional, P, space, and 1x1 G K, then X is 
ultraparacompact, i.e. every open cover of X has a disjoint open refinement. Thus X is 
strongly zero-dimensional, i.e. two disjoint closed sets are always contained in disjoint 
clopen sets. 
Thus A, is collectionwise normal and we can pick disjoint clopen neighborhoods 
UP for each ~=(Y~,S)EA, such that U,c({p}u{(~., v)EA~~Ivs~}) and UPc 
n {VA,n%+,.C7n%+, 1 T s a}. This is possible because a, is a P,-space and ‘y,, E C, n 
yctl when 7~ a; hence by (c) p E V,,,ny,+,,C,n,,+,. Also partition C into pairwise 
disjoint sets DO for each p < LY such that 1 DO I= K and, for every A E &a with (Y E S,, 
lAnDpI=K. 
Now, for /3 < LY, we define a local basis for ((Y, p) as follows. If T < K define 
U7(a,P)={((y,p)}uU{Upl~>~ and Scp such that 
Then { WQ, PI 1 T< K} is a local basis for (q p) in A,+,. 
It is easy to see that a,+, is a Hausdorff, zero-dimensional, PM-space and that (a) 
and (b) are satisfied. To see (d) observe that every C E %, is listed as some C, with 
- 
A, = 0 and (0, C) E R, ; thus A,,, = A,. 
If (A, B) E Q, for some y < q then VA, has already been chosen; and since A,,+, 
is clopen in A,,,, this V,,, satisfies (c) for cz as well as y. So assume (A, B)E Qa 
but not to Q, for any y < cy, we must define VA, to satisfy (c). 
If B = 0 we let VA, = 0. So assume B f 0. 
Case 1. B is unbounded in (Y, If (Y @ D, just let VA, = U { V,Any,Bny ( y E B}. 
Assume (Y E D. Then (A, B) = (A,, C,) for some Q E K. So A,,, = A,; hence A,,, n 
f’(A) n A,+, =0. Let VA, = U {V,,,,,, I y E B} u A,,,; then VA, is clopen by (c) 
and the fact that U,,((Y, /3) c VA, for all /3 < (Y 
Case 2. B is bounded in a. Let /3 = max B. 
If /3 is not a limit of B we can choose a clopen neighborhood U of {p} XP with 
(Unf'(A>>=O and Uc(nP+,- a,,,) where 6 =max(B -{p}). Then let V,, = 
V An&Bnp u u. 
Assume that p = sup( B -{p}). If p EZ D just let V,,, = VAno,BnP u AC@,. If p E D, 
by (4 &= VAn&Bo~; V,, = VAnP,BnP satisfies (c). 
In fact (c) is easily checked in all cases. 0 
Let us now prove that A, so defined, has all of the desired properties. Let 7r: n + K+ 
be the projection map with ~(cz, p) = (Y. We need: 
Lemma 2. If {X, I y < K} is a family of subsets of LJ such that each T(X,,) is stationary 
in K+, then there are 8 < a < K+ with ({~}x(~--))cn{r7,JyEK}. 
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Proof. Since r(X,) is stationary and p < (Y for all (cr, p) E A, by the pressing down 
lemma we can assume that X, = Y, x { S,}. Let 6 = sup{ 6,I y < K} and choose cx with 
S<~<K+ such that aEDn(n{s,1,<K})n((7{CY,IY<K}). Then for ~EK, 
(Y,na)~& and ~ES,~; so if 6sp<q (cr,p)~X~. 0 
Proposition 1. There is an open cover of A which has no closed shrinking. 
Proof. For y E K+ define 0, = {(q p) E D I/3 d y < a}. By (a) and (b) the 0,‘s are 
open and { 0, 1 y E K+} clearly covers 0. But suppose {M, 1 y E K+} were a closed 
cover of D with M, c 0,. For (Y E K+, (a, 0) E M,, for some y < (Y. So by the pressing 
down lemma there is some y E K+ such that Y, = { LY E K+ 1 (a, 0) E M,} is stationary 
in K+. But by Lemma 2, M, = Italy @ 0,. 0 
By Lemma 1, for all (Y < K+, A, is strongly zero-dimensional, as is a, -no+, for 
all p < cq and, thus, as is a -A, for all closed and unbounded B in K+. We use 
this to prove: 
Proposition 2. A is strongly zero-dimensional. 
Proof. Let H and K be disjoint and closed in a. By Lemma 2 we can assume that 
r(H) is not stationary in K+. Then let C be a closed and unbounded subset of K+ 
with C n r(H) = 0. Recall that f: n + K + is a bijection; by (iv) and (v) of O++(E) 
there is a closed unbounded B c C such that (f(H) n p) E tip and (B n p) E do for 
all p E B. First we separate H and n B. To do this, let A =f(H). We claim that 
V=U{V,,,,,,IPEB) is a clopen subset of n containing OS and Vn H = 8. The 
only problem is to show that V is closed: observe that if (y, 8)& V, we can pick 
/3 E B with p > y. By definition then ( Vn no+,) c Vanp,Bnp which is a clopen subset 
of &3+, not containing ( y, 6). Hence ( y, 8) & v and V is closed. 
It remains to find a clopen separation of H - V and K - V. But this is no problem 
since V is clopen, V 1 LI,, and n -A, is strongly zero-dimensional. 0 
Proposition 3. A is collectionwise normal. 
Proof. Let {He ) a -c A} be a discrete family of closed sets in A. 
By Lemma 2, at most one of the Ha’s has m(H,) stationary; so we can also 
assume, by (2), that no n(H,) is stationary. 
If u {z-( H,) I a < A} is not stationary in K+, there is a closed unbounded in K+ 
set B such that r(H,) A B = 0 for all (Y < A and, by (2), we can find a clopen in a 
set V containing a, and missing U {H, 1 (Y < A}. Since a - V is ultraparacompact 
and thus collectionwise normal, we are done. 
If there is a family J of nonstationary subsets of a regular cardinal in which lJ J 
is stationary, then there is K = J such that both lJ K and lJ (J - K) are stationary. 
Since K+ is regular this means there is K c A such that both lJ {r( H,) 1 a E K} and 
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U{7r(H)IcuE(h-K)} are stationary in K+. But this is a contradiction since by 
Lemma 2, {H, 1 a < A} is not discrete since the closures of U {He ( a E K} and 
U {Ha 1 a E (A - K)} are not disjoint. 0 
Proposition 4. A is K-ultraparacompact. 
Proof. Let {U, 1 a E A} be an open cover of n with A G K. By Lemma 2, there is an 
cx E A such that V( U,) contains a closed unbounded set I3 in K+. Let V be a clopen 
subset of U, containing A,. Since a - V is ultraparacompact there is a pairwise 
disjoint clopen refinement { V,l y E A} of {U, - VI y E A} covering A - V. Then 
{v&A}u{V} is a pairwise disjoint clopen refinement of {U,l YE A} covering 
n. 0 
Proposition 5. Every increasing open cover of LL has a clopen shrinking. 
Proof. Let 021= { r/, I (Y E A} be a strictly increasing open cover of n (i.e. p < (Y < A 
implies Up s U,). Any cofinal subsequence of this cover has the same property and 
any shrinking of the subsequence yields a shrinking of %, so by Proposition 4 we 
can assume that A = K+. Since In,+,l< K+, by induction, we can choose an y’ < K+ 
such that a,+, = UYf; and the choice can be made in such a way that, if p < y, then 
j3’< y’. If cx E K+ define M, = A,,+, if (Y = y’; otherwise define M, = 0. Then {M, ) a E 
K+} is a clopen shrinking of %. 17 
2. The space 0 
Let K be an uncountable regular cardinal and again E= 
{a < K+] (cofinality a) = K}. We assume the following consequence of O(E): 
Definition. A (triangle) is the statement: There is a sequence (4, I a E E) such that, 
for all (Y E E, 
6) tia = (A,, I n E w>, 
(ii) there are a,, E w, and B,, c cy such that, for all n E w, A,, = B,, Xa,,, B,, 
is order isomorphic with K and cofinal with (Y, and 
(iii) if (X, 1 n E w) is a countable sequence of subsets of K+ xwl each of which 
has cardinality K+, there is (Y E E such that each A,, c (X,, n (a x wl)). 
Theorem 2. (A) There is a space 0 which is a Hausdor-, collectionwise normal, 
countably ultraparacompact, P-space, which has a strictly increasing open cover indexed 
by w, having no shrinking each member of which is the union of at most K closed sets. 
Proof. We define a topology on 0 = (K+ X w,) by induction. 
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For (YE K+, let q ,={(y,8>E[IIIy<cu}. At stage (YEK+ we give 0, a zero- 
dimensional, P, topology T, such that if p < LY: 
(a) Cl, is a subspace of q ,, 
(b) Opt, is clopen in Cl,, 
(c) {(~,~)}u{(~,~)~~,~~*.~andv~S}isopenin0,forally<cuand6<o,. 
For limit (Y, let a basis for the topology T, be l_lp<,rp; for the topology on 0, 
U ,_+ra is a basis. 
At stage (Y + 1 we need to define a local basis for points of the form (a, p) where 
PEW,. 
If (Y EZ E, let ((Y, /3) be isolated. 
So assume LY E E. Let u = sup{cr,, 1 n E w} + 1; (see (ii)). If p # o let (a, p) be 
isolated. If p = c define a local basis as follows. 
By (c) and the fact that 0, is a P,-space, A = IJ,,,, A,, is a closed discrete 
subset of 0,. So, since !Zia is ultraparacompact, by Lemma 1, we can pick, for each 
(my, 8) E A, a clopen U,, with (‘y, 8) E UY6, % = {U,, I( y, 8) E A} discrete, and l_J % = 
(cuxp). For p<cx, let u,={(a,p)}uU{U,,E~ly>~}; then let {U,I~<cxcy) be 
a basis for ((Y, p). 0 
Clearly q ,+, is a Hausdorff zero-dimensional, P, space and (a), (b), and (c) are 
satisfied. Note that the character of 0 is K and the weight of each 0, is SK. The 
following is analogous to Lemma 2. 
Lemma 3. If {X, I n E N} is a family of subsets of 0 such that, for n EN, IX,1 = K+, 
then, for every 6 E o,, there are CY E K+ and p > 6 such that (a, /3) E n {_J?, 1 n E N} 
Proof. Define X0 = K+ x (6). By (iii) there is an cy E E such that A,, = X, n (a X w) 
for all neo; observe that 6 = a,,. If ~=sup{o~,,~n~~}+l, then ((u,/~)E 
n{X,, I n E w} by our choice of neighborhoods. 0 
A simple consequence of Lemma 3 is: 
Lemma 4. Zf Xc0 and [XI= K+, and V is an open neighborhood of x, then 
(0 - V) c q la+l for some a E K+. 
Proposition 6. Since each !Li,+, is ultraparacompact and clopen in 0, by Lemmas 3 
and 4 and arguments analogous to those given in Section 1,U is collectionwise normal, 
countably ultraparacompact and strngly zero-dimensional. 
Proposition 7. 0 is an w,-Dowker space; in particular: 
(j) IfO*=K+xSfOreuch6<w,, then{Os(6Ew,}isanopencoverof17.But: 
(jj) If MY8 is a closed subset of 0, for each y < K and S <w,, then X # 
U@‘&&‘<K, s<W,). 
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Proof. Otherwise, since (K X w,[ < K+, there are y < K and 6 <w,, with IM,,,/ = K+. 
By Lemma 3 there are (Y E K+ and p > 6 with (q /3) E fi+ = M,,, c 0,. But (a, p) .@ 0, 
since p > 6. q 
3. ZT-spaces 
Definition. We call a space a n-space if its product with every first countable, 
paracompact, Hausdorff space is normal. 
The following (not broadly applicable) lemmas indicate why our spaces 0 and 
A are ZI-spaces. 
Lemma 5. Let Y be a space and 9 a family of subsets of Y such that n{ F,, 1 n E w} # 0 
for any countable subset {F,, 1 n E w} of 9. Also suppose that M c Y and M & 9 implies 
there is a D-space I/ which is clopen in Y and contains M. Then Y is a II-space. 
Proof. Suppose that X is a Hausdorff first countable, paracompact space and that 
H and K are disjoint closed subsets of X x Y. We find disjoint open sets containing 
H and K, respectively. 
Suppose x E X. We first show there is neighborhood W of x in X and a clopen 
I7-subspace U of Y such that %X (Y - U) intersects at most one of H and K. To 
see this, let {B, 1 n E w} be a local basis for x in X and, for each n E w, define 
H,={~E YI(B,x{y})nH#k!l}and K,={~E Y((B,x{y})nKf0}. If H,, and K, 
belong to 9 for all n, then there is y E n {a,, n l& ( n E w} and (x, y) E H n K ; which 
is impossible. So there is an n for which, say H,, & S. By hypothesis then, there is 
a U-space U, a clopen subspace of Y, with H,, c U. If W is a neighborhood of x 
with 6’~ B, (and there is such since X is regular), then (I%‘x( Y - U)) n H =0, 
as desired. 
Thus, if 74” is the set of all open subsets W of X for which there is a clopen 
n-space U, in Y with w x ( Y - U,) intersecting at most one of H and K, then 
W is an open cover of X. Since X is paracompact we can find a locally finite subset 
W’ of W covering X. For each WE W’ choose disjoint open sets V,, and V,, in 
X x Uw such that H n (X x U,) c V,, and K n (X x U,) c V,,. 
IfxEX,let W~={WEW’\XEW}~~~O,=~{X-W(WEW’-W~}.F~~ WE 
Wx and (x, y) E H, let V,,, be V,, n (0,xY) if yEUw and O,x(Y-Uw) if 
YE uw. Define Vw+ for (x, y)~ K similarly. For (x, y) E H u K, define V,, = 
f’l{Vw,,(w~W~);and V,=U{V,,.)(x,y)~H}while VX=U{V,,I(X,Y)EKI. 
Certainly V, and V, are open sets containing H and K, respectively. It remains 
to show that V, n V, = 0. 
We show that V,. n V,, = 0 where (x, y) E H and (z, w) E K. If Wx n W, = 0, then 
0, n 0, = 0 and V,,, n V,, = 0. So assume WE Wx n Wz. 
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If both y and w are in (Y - U,) then w x ( Y - U,) intersects both H and K 
which is a contradiction. So assume one of y and w, say y E Uw. 
If w E! U, then V,, c Vw,, c (X x U,) and V,,, c Vw,, c (X x ( Y - Uw)) so V,, n 
v,, = 0. 
If w E Uw, then V,, c Vw, and Vz, c Vw, and Vw, n Vw, =0. So in any case 
v,, n v,, = 0. 0 
Definition, If Y is a regular Hausdorff space, a clopen basis 9 for Y is said to be 
non-Archimedean if, for all A and B in 9, either A c B or B c A or A n B = 0. 
Lemma 6. Assume that Y = {y, 1 a E K} is a regular Hausdorfl space with a non- 
Archimedean basis 92 such that, for every cy E K, there is a B, E LZI such that: 
(1) Y,E& 
(2) B,n{_vp[I<aa)=O, and 
(3) {p < a 1 y, E BP} is$nite. 
Then for every paracompact space X, X x Y is normal (and hence paracompact). 
Proof. Let H and K be closed and disjoint subsets of X X Y for some paracompact 
space X; we want to find disjoint open sets containing H and K, respectively. 
For LY E K, let C, = {/3 < LY ly, E BP}. We pick a locally finite open cover we of X 
for each a E K by induction so that 
(a) w’, refines wfi for all p E C,, and 
(b) for each WE We there is Uwa E B such that y, E Uw, c B, and w X Uwn 
intersects at most one of H and K. 
If (x,y,)~XxY, let Wla={W~WaI.x~ W} and O,,=n{X-wl WE 
‘WC,, - Wxa}. Let U,, = n { Uw, ) WE Wxn}. Since 3 is non-Archimedean, { Uwa / WE 
Wx,} has a minimal element: so U,, E 92. Finally define Vn = U {Ox, x U,, 1(x, ye) E 
H} and define V, similarly. Then H c Vu, K c V, and it remains to prove that Vn 
and V, are disjoint. 
Suppose on the contrary that (x, ya)~ H, (z,~~)E K and (O,, X Ux,)n 
( a, x U=,,) # 0. Assume (Y s /3. Since U,, n Uzp # 0, by Proposition 2, Uzp c U,,,. 
So a E C, and %f6 refines Wcr. Choose p E O,, n O,,. Any WE W, containing p is 
in ?V,,, and any WE WD containing p is in ?Vzp. Choose W and W’ so p E WE Wfi 
and WC W’E We. Then (z, ya)~ (w’x Y,,) and W’E Wx, contradicting (b). q 
Theorem 3. Both 0 and n are Ii’-spaces and thus P-spaces. 
Proof. We show that 0 and a satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 5. In the case of 
0 we let s={F~c~~/F[=K+} and in the case of n we let s={(~cnI*(F) is 
stationary in K+}. Lemmas 2 and 3 show that in each case the intersection of the 
closures of the members of any countable subset of 9 is nonempty. 
If M c 0 and M g 9, then, by definition, there is PE K+ such that M CO,,, 
which is a clopen subset of El. If M c L and M E 9 and B is a closed and unbounded 
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subset of K+ with r(M) n B = 0, then, since D is strongly zero-dimensional, there 
is a clopen subset V of n with fi = V and Vn a, = 0. We now show, using Lemma 
6, that q ,,, and V are IT-spaces which will complete our proof. 
Consider q ,+1. Any zero-dimensional P, space of weight SK has a non-Archi- 
medean basis, but we choose ours with care in order to ensure (l), (2) and (3) of 
Lemma 6. Index q i,,, = {y, ) Q E K} with y, = (ye, 8,). There is a clopen local basis 
{B,, 1 (T E K} for y, ordered by inclusion with B,, = ({y,} u ((7, 8) ( y < -ye)). Since 
every intersection of fewer than K open Sets is open, for each (Y E K there iS a* E K 
such that, for all B < CX, if o is minimal for ya P! Boo. then B,,. c BP7 if T < u, and 
B,,* n B,, = 0. 
Then 3 = {B,, ( u 2 a*} is certainly a non-Archimedean basis for q ,,, and B, = 
B o(oI* satisfies (l), (2) and (3). To check (3) suppose that B, < Bz<. * . < CY and 
ya E Bat,,, for all i E o. Since BPzP2. = Bp,o, yDyp, < yp, and similarly 3/p, > yPyp, > * . . ; but 
this is impossible so {B < LY 1 y, = B,,.} is finite and (3) holds. 
Consider V. If BEBu{-l}, let B’=min{6EBIB<6}; define V,=Vn 
(a,.-n,).Then Vis the disjointunionof{ V, I/3 E Bu{-1)) and V, c Apt+,. Exactly 
the same argument given above yields a non-Archimedean basis B3, of the desired 
type for V, ; so V, being the disjoint union of { V, I/3 E B u {-l}}, is a IT-space. q 
Example. That conditions (l), (2), and (3) of Lemma 6 are needed, is indicated by 
the following. Let K be a regular cardinal with KW = K. We construct spaces Y and 
M, both of weight and cardinality K ; Y is a Hausdorff, zero-dimensional, P, space, 
and this is ultraparacompact and has a non-Archimedean base; M is a complete 
metric space. But M x Y is not normal. 
For n~fU, define F,,={f:n-+~} and F=lJnsNF,,. Let G={f:(w+l)+~}. For 
f~FuGand(YEK,letBf,={gEFuG(gextendsfandg(n)>(YfornE(domain 
g-domainf)}. Then Y = F u G is topologized by using {B/, IKE F, (Y E K} as a basis. 
Observe that the points of G are isolated. 
Let I = {f: w + K} and, for f E F, define B, = {g E F u I (g extends f}. Then M = 
F u I is topologized by using {B, IKE F} u {{f} \f~ F} as a basis. 
To see that M x Y is not normal let H = {(f, g) E I x G 1 g extends f} and K = 
{(Lf;) E F x F}. Since H and K are closed and disjoint in M x Y, it will suffice to 
assume that U is an open set with K c U and prove that H n 0 # 0. 
Choose LX, < LYE <. . . < K and fi, f2, . . . with fn E F,, inductively so that fn+, E Bfq,_ 
and ({f,} X BfMam) c U. Then if LY = sup{a, 1 n EN} and f is the term of I extending 
all fn and g is the term of G extending f with g(w) = CX, then (f; g) = H n 0. 
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